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----- Original Message ----From: Jon Collins
To: KarenRuggles
Sent: Tuesday, February 05, 2008 11:17 AM
Subject: Jon Collins (Bxxxx Equestrian Centre)

Hi Karen
We have owned Teddy for 2 years, he arrived with appalling sweet itch [summer itching] and
permanently rubbed his neck (he is hogged) anywhere he could leaving bald patches and scabs. We
treated with everything we could find, which helped but did not stop the rubbing entirely.
[Muddy environments were not a problem after just 4 days] [We started using the Stop-it-all products at the
beginning of October and within 4 days one of our horses had his patch of mud fever gone and it has not
returned.
Teddy now does not rub his mane at all and we even managed to turn him out day and night with no
signs of rubbing.
We are all keeping our fingers crossed for the coming year that it does not return, but since October
Teddy’s life has been transformed from being permanently itchy to a very content chap.
Many thanks
Jon

Many thanks to Mr Collins for taking the time to write this feedback.
Note: Whilst we are hugely grateful for all the telephone feedbacks we receive on our products, only ones
received in writing will be included on this web or any PR...so that readers have peace of mind that we're not
making this up. All quoted testimonials can be viewed at our office if required!
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